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1820: British trade emissary Joseph Dupuis visited 
Kumase to negotiate trade agreement with Asante.

1817: Asante-Gyaman War. Many Banda people 
left the area because of warfare. People returned to 
the area in later decades.

1807: British abolished trans-Atlantic slave trade.

1806: Asante war with Fante; Banda supplied 
Asante with many troops, few of whom returned.

1773-74: Banda attacked by Asante in time of 
Banda chief Sakyi. War captives sent by Asante to 
Elmina & sold into slavery. Banda became an inner 
province of Asante after this.

1751: Gonja Chronicles noted death of Banda chief 
ShYTAQ (Sielɔngɔ) who had ruled for 30 years. 
This is the first documentary reference to the Banda 
chieftaincy.

1730s: Oral histories suggest that Asante attacked 
Banda in this period for mistreating Asante traders.

1722-23: Asante attacked Begho, a trade centre 
south of Banda (near Hani). Traders from Begho
dispersed to neighbouring regions. 

Joseph Dupuis, a trade emissary of the British who visited Kumase in 1820, was in Kumase shortly after the end of the Asante-
Gyaman war. His is the first description of Banda people: “The king, or tributary chief of Banna, a monarch subordinate to 
the sovereign of Ashantee, happened to be at this time at Coomassy, and was stationed at no great distance from his 
liege lord. His retinue was splendid and numerous, comprising, besides his own people, several moslems …and their 
slaves. The vassal prince was simply attired in an African cloth, decorated with amulets, &c. sheathed in gold and the 
skins of beasts. Gold rings ornamented his fingers and toes, and little fillets of gold and aggry beads encircled the thick 
parts of each arm. . . . A warlike band, who guarded the person of this tributary, were martially habited in the skins of 
beasts, chiefly the hides of leopards, and panthers; their weapons were bows and poisoned arrows, javelins, guns, 
sabres, clubs and case-knives.” [Dupuis 1824 Journal of a Residence in Ashantee, pp. 76-77]

On 16 February, 1774, the Dutch Director-General at Elmina reported 
“That the trade here at the Chief Castle has now for some time 
been better than usual is principally the result of the King of 
Adsiantijn [Asante] having marched to war against, and defeated, 
the Benda. The King has sent to us a considerable number of  the
Slaves captured by him” [Yarak 1979 Asantesɛm 10: pg. 58]. Captives 
sent to Elmina were sold to Atlantic slave traders.

Dupuis’ 1820 illustration of a Banda man and woman.

Below: cave known as Selekpɔɔ (“big 
family”) in the hills above modern-day 
Banda-Ahenkro where Banda people 
took refuge during Asante attacks in 
the 1770s

Map showing 18th-19th century polities

Locally-made smoking pipes from Early Makala

Imported glass beads from Early Makala

Iron tools and fired clay spindle whorls from Early Makala

Early 20th-century colonial reports say that “every 
man was a weaver & every woman a spinner.”
This pattern of household cotton cloth production was practiced during the 18th-
century as well. Archaeologists found small numbers of spindle whorls (clay 
balls that weight the spindle during spinning) at both Early and Late Makala. 
Above: Banda women spinning in 1982. Below: men weaving in Daboya in 1977. 

Excavations at Makala Kataa were funded by the Wenner-Gren Foundation for 
Anthropological Research (1989), the National Geographic Society (1990) and the 
National Science Foundation of the United States (grant SBR-9410726). Funds are 
gratefully acknowledged; however, these agencies are not responsible for 
interpretations offered here.

Oral history tells us that Makala Kataa was 
the first site occupied by the Nafana after 
their move from Kakala (Côte d’Ivoire).Early Makala 
(above) was occupied in the 18th and early 19th centuries. Late 
Makala was occupied at the end of the 19th century after the 
British pushed Samori & his troops from the surrounding area. 

Oral histories tell us that 
Banda people left their 
homes because of warfare 
several times during the 18th

and 19th centuries.
Because people left rapidly and took only 
what they could carry, archaeologists find 
useable pots, grind stones and other things 
that they left behind.

18th-19th Century Pottery Making

In recent times, pottery has been made by women living in 
villages west of the Banda hills.
Pottery is made in the Banda villages of Adadiem and Dorbour and the Mo village of Bondakile. 
Oral histories tell us that potting was formerly more widespread. We also know this from the 
clays used to make pottery found on old sites. Archaeologists study the chemistry of clays in 
old pots and match these to the clays found in abandoned clay pits to learn where pottery was 
made in the past. In the 18th and 19th century, potters working east of the Banda hills 
specialized in making bowls (like the woman’s eating bowl pictured on the map) while potters 
working west of the Banda hills specialized in making jars for cooking and water cooling. 

The rocks below the soils of Banda are different to the east, west and in the Banda 
hills. This gives the clays that form on those rocks different chemical compositions. 
Archaeologists use these differences to learn where pots were made.
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Examples of 18th & 19th century Banda pottery

Jar rims used as pot stands at Early Makala

Men’s eating bowl left in a rapidly abandoned kitchen at Makala Kataa

1873 Map of “Upper Guinea” & the Gold Coast showing location of “Banna” (in red)

A few documents tell us about Banda’s 
relationship with Asante:


